**Hollande Plays Down Terror Threat on France**

Speaking to press following the development, French president, Hollande on Monday said only the financial details were worked out very soon and that the purchase of the fighter jets from French company, Dassault Aviation.

Under the deal, India, would invest around 14 billion euros on multiple combating aircrafts. The French aerospace major Dassault, through its U.S. subsidiary, would sell 36 Rafale multirole fighter aircrafts, a number of them to the Indian Navy. This was the second visit of the French president to India and was the largest defence deal ever signed by India with any foreign country.
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**EU Security Chiefs Brace for More Islamist Attacks**

ASTANA - Islamist threats are likely to continue in Europe and their support networks in the country and abroad are not as strong as once thought, EU officials said Monday.

The assessment was based on discussions concluded over the weekend by security agencies from EU states.

They said the path to a comprehensive defeat of attacks, including the one in Paris, will not be as easy as predicted. The French president was addressing the media at the iconic Eiffel Tower in Paris, where he was expected to announce a shift toward a collective counter-terrorism strategy.

The officials didn’t provide more details on discussions concluded over the weekend by security agencies from EU states. The French president was addressing the media at the iconic Eiffel Tower in Paris, where he was expected to announce a shift toward a collective counter-terrorism strategy.
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